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In this paper we use doubly stochastic processes (or Cox processes) in order to model the random
evolution of mortality of an individual. These processes have been widely used in the credit risk
literature in modelling default arrival, and in this context have proved to be quite °exible, especially
when the intensity process is of the a±ne class.
We investigate the applicability of time-homogeneous a±ne processes in describing the individual's
intensity of mortality and the mortality trend, as well as in forecasting it. We calibrate them to
the UK population. Calibrations suggest that, in spite of their popularity in the ¯nancial context,
mean reverting time-homogeneous processes are less suitable for describing the death intensity of
individuals than non mean reverting processes. Among the latter, a±ne processes whose determin-
istic part increases exponentially seem to be appropriate. They are natural generalizations of the
Gompertz law. Stress analysis and analytical results indicate that increasing the randomness of the
intensity process for a given cohort results in improvements in survivorship.
Mortality forecasts and their comparison with experienced mortality rates provide further encour-
aging evidence in favour of non mean reverting processes. The mortality trend is evidenced through
the evolution over time of the parameters and through the intensity simulation for di®erent gener-
ations.
JEL classi¯cation: G22, J11.
Keywords: doubly stochastic processes (Cox processes), a±ne processes, stochastic mortality, mor-
tality forecasting.1 Introduction
The issue of mortality risk { and, in particular, of longevity risk { has been largely addressed in
recent years when dealing with the pricing of insurance products. It is well known from the basics
of actuarial science that the price of any insurance product on the duration of life depends on two
main basis: demographical and ¯nancial assumptions. Traditionally, actuaries have been treating
both the demographic and the ¯nancial assumptions in a deterministic way, by considering available
mortality tables for describing the future evolution of mortality and by setting the so-called \best
estimate" of the rate of interest for discounting cash °ows over time. More recently, stochastic mod-
els have been adopted to describe the uncertainty linked both to mortality and to ¯nancial factors.
Cairns, Blake and Dowd (2005) provide a comprehensive review of existing modelling frameworks
for stochastic mortality and discuss in depth the related arbitrage-free pricing issues. We focus on
mortality risk and on modelling the survival function of the individual, without studying the impact
of pricing and reserving. In the setting proposed here, however, the extension to stochastic interest
rates is natural, under the standard assumption of independence between ¯nancial and mortality
risks (see, for instance, Dahl (2004), Bi±s (2005) and Cairns et al. (2005)).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief review of the actu-
arial literature on mortality risk. Section 3 introduces Cox processes. In section 4 there is the
actuarial application of time-homogeneous Cox processes with mean reversion. Section 5 presents
the application with non mean reverting processes, while section 6 discusses its calibration results.
Section 7 studies the impact of mortality randomness. Section 8 introduces a procedure for mortal-
ity forecast and mortality trend, with an application to the calibrated results. Section 9 summarizes
and concludes.
2 Modelling mortality risk
In the last decades signi¯cant improvements in the duration of life have been experienced in most
developed countries. Two indicators are typically used to describe the mortality of an individual:
the survival function and the death curve.
The survival function, denoted with S(t), is de¯ned as follows:
S(t) = P(T0 > t) = 1 ¡ FT0(t)
where T0 is the random variable that describes the duration of life of a new-born individual, and
FT0 is its distribution function. The survival function indicates the probability that a new-born
individual will survive at least t years. Via the survival function, one can easily derive the distrib-
ution function of the duration of life of an individual aged x, given that he/she is alive at that age
(see, for instance, Bowers, Gerber, Hickman, Jones and Nesbitt (1986), Gerber (1997)).
The death curve, x=1q0, is de¯ned as follows:
x=1q0 =
S(x) ¡ S(x + 1)
S(0)
and indicates the probability for a new-born individual of dying in year of age [x;x + 1].
An easy way of capturing the mortality trend observed in the past decades consists in looking
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an accurate report about mortality trends, see Pitacco (2004a)). One can notice that the shape
of the survival function becomes more and more \rectangular" and the mode of the death curve
moves towards the right. The ¯rst phenomenon is known as rectangularization, the second as ex-
pansion. Rectangularization occurs since the volatility of the duration of life around the mode of
death decreases, leading to lower dispersion of ages of death around the most likely age of death.
Expansion takes place because the age when death is most likely to occur increases as time passes,
due to improvements in economic and social conditions, medicine progresses etc..
It is clear that continuous improvements in the mortality rates have to be allowed for when pricing
insurance products that heavily depend on the duration of life at old ages, like annuities. Indeed,
strong or unexpected reductions in mortality rates can lead to mispricing of these products and can
a®ect the solvency of the insurance company.
The actuarial literature about modelling and forecasting mortality rates is vaste and has a long
history: for a detailed survey of the most signi¯cant models proposed in the literature, see for
instance Pitacco (2004b).
Traditionally, a central role has been played by the \force of mortality", de¯ned as the opposite of





The force of mortality is a good tool for approximating the mortality of the individual at age x,
since it can be shown that:
P(x < T0 · x + ¢xjT0 > x) = ¹x¢x + o(¢x); (2.1)
i.e. the probability of dying in a short period of time after x, between age x and age x + ¢x, can
be approximated by ¹x¢x, when ¢x is small. The force of mortality is obviously increasing as x
increases, as the probability of imminent death increases when ageing 1.
When allowing for mortality trends over time, it is evident that the force of mortality has to
show a dependence also on calendar year, and not only on age. Thus, the force of mortality can be
described by a two variable function ¹x(y), where y indicates the calendar year. As time y increases
and the age x remains ¯xed, the decreasing mortality rates over time translate into a decreasing
function ¹x(y).
Several contributions have been proposed in the last decade in order to model and forecast the
year- and age-dependent mortality, i.e. \dynamic mortality". One of the seminal works is the Lee-
Carter method (Lee and Carter (1992) and Lee (2000)), that models an actuarial indicator, similar
to the force of mortality, known as the central death rate, as a two variable function. Many authors
have modi¯ed the Lee-Carter method. Among these are the extensions proposed by Renshaw and
Haberman (2003) and Brouhns, Denuit and Vermunt (2002).
Another way of dealing with mortality trends, largely adopted by insurance companies, is the use
of the so-called \projected mortality tables", that incorporate (forecasts of) survival probabilities
at any age for di®erent calendar years.
1With some exceptions, like very small values of x { due to the infant mortality { and values around 20-25 { due
to the young mortality hump.
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pectation at any future date { under an appropriate choice of the parameters { has a Gompertz
speci¯cation. The existence of a death process which admits their stochastic intensity of mortality
as arrival rate can be addressed using the doubly stochastic processes, to which the next section is
devoted.
3 The mathematical framework
The theory of stochastic intensities, doubly stochastic processes and a±ne processes underlying
the actuarial application presented here is enormous and covered in many texts about stochastic
processes. A detailed and thorough treatment is clearly beyond the scope of this paper, and we
limit ourselves to a brief summary of the mathematical tools used, sacri¯cing scienti¯c rigor and
omitting all the proofs. However, we refer the interest reader to Br¶ emaud (1981) and Du±e (2001).
The reason why such a sophisticated mathematical framework has been used in describing the
mortality risk is the great analytical tractability of the models presented, once some useful and not
too restrictive assumptions are introduced. These mathematical tools have been extensively used
in the credit risk literature, when modelling the time to default. The pioneering works in this ¯eld
are Artzner and Delbaen (1992), Lando (1994) and Du±e and Singleton (1999). Applications of
this mathematical framework to dynamic mortality modelling and to insurance products pricing
can be found in Dahl (2004), Bi±s (2005), Denuit and Devolder (2005) and Schrager (2005). The
similarity between the time to default and the remaining duration of life is strong, and, although
the factors underlying the death of an individual and the default of a ¯rm are obviously completely
di®erent, the mathematical tools used in the two literatures are the same.
3.1 Counting processes
In describing the mathematical tools, we will mainly follow Du±e (2001) and Du±e (2002). We are
given a complete ¯ltered probability space (­;F;P) and a ¯ltration fGt : t ¸ 0g of sub-¾-algebras
of F satisfying the usual conditions.
A counting process (or point process) N is de¯ned using a sequence of increasing random vari-
ables fT0;T1;:::g, with values in [0;1], s.t. T0 = 0 and Tn < Tn+1 whenever Tn < 1, in the
following way:
Nt = n for t 2 [Tn;Tn+1)
and Nt = 1 if t ¸ T1 = limn!1 Tn. It is easy to see Tn as the time of the nth jump of the process
N and Nt as the number of jumps occurred up to time t, including time t (hence the de¯nition
\counting" process). The counting process is said to be nonexplosive if T1 = 1 almost surely.
3.2 Stochastic intensity
Let fFt : t ¸ 0g be a ¯ltration satisfying the usual conditions, with Ft ½ Gt, and ¸ be a nonnegative
(Ft)-predictable process s.t.
R t
0 ¸(s)ds < 1 almost surely. A nonexplosive adapted counting process
N is said to admit the intensity ¸ if the compensator of N admits the representation
R t
0 ¸(s)ds, i.e.
if Mt = Nt¡
R t
0 ¸(s)ds is a local martingale. If the stronger condition E(
R t
0 ¸(s)ds) < 1 is satis¯ed,
Mt = Nt ¡
R t
0 ¸(s)ds is a martingale.
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which, after a few passages and under technical conditions, leads to:
E(Nt+¢t ¡ NtjFt) = ¸(t)¢t + o(¢t) (3.1)
Equation 3.1 (see the analogy with equation 2.1) stresses the importance of the process ¸ in giving
information about the average number of jumps of the process under observation in a small period
of future time. Observe that conditioning is made on the smallest ¯ltration, therefore on the
availability of poorer information. The idea is that the information at time t can give insight about
the expected number of jumps in the next future or, in other words, about the likelihood of a jump
in the immediate future. It cannot predict the actual occurrence of a jump, that comes as a \sudden
surprise".
3.3 Doubly stochastic processes
A nonexplosive counting process N with intensity ¸ is said to be doubly stochastic driven by
fFt : t ¸ 0g, if for all t < s, conditional on the ¾¡algebra Gt _ Fs, generated by Gt [ Fs, the
process Ns ¡ Nt has Poisson distribution with parameter
R s
t ¸(u)du.
As an example, we observe that any Poisson process is a doubly stochastic process driven by the
¯ltration Ft = (;;­) = F0 for any t ¸ 0, in that the intensity is deterministic.
A stopping time ¿ is said to be doubly stochastic with intensity ¸ if the underlying counting process
whose ¯rst jump time is ¿ is doubly stochastic with intensity ¸.
The mathematical arsenal presented so far is now su±cient to present the ¯rst interesting result
that will be used in the applications. If ¿ ¸ t is a stopping time doubly stochastic with intensity ¸,
it can be shown, by using the law of iterated expectations, that:







Readers who are familiar with mathematical ¯nance can easily see in the r.h.s. of equation (3.2) the
price at current time t of a unitary default-free zero-coupon bond with maturity at time s > t, if
the short-term interest rate model is given by the process ¸. All the mathematical ¯nance literature
about interest rate models can thus be retrieved in this setting.
Another interesting result that can be used relates to the density function of a doubly stochas-
tic stopping time ¿. If we let p(t) = P(¿ > t) be the survival function, then the density function of









It is clear how these results can be naturally applied in the actuarial context: if one sees ¿ as
the future lifetime of an individual aged x, Tx, equations 3.2 and 3.3 can be applied to ¯nd the
survival function and the density function of Tx, given a model for the death intensity ¸.
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Our next step will be to show how equations like 3.2 and 3.3 can be approached. It turns out that
it is convenient to specify the stochastic intensity ¸ as a function ¤ of another process X in R,
whose dynamics is given by the SDE:
dX(t) = f(X(t))dt + g(X(t))d ~ W(t) + dJ(t) (3.4)
where ~ W is an n-dimensional Brownian motion, J is a pure jump process and where the drift
f(X(t)), the covariance matrix g(X(t))g(X(t))0 and the jump measure associated with J have
a±ne dependence on X(t). Such a process is named an a±ne process: interest readers can ¯nd a
thorough treatment of a±ne processes in Du±e, Filipovi· c and Schachermayer (2003).
The ¯nancial literature on interest rate modelling is full of examples of a±ne processes: the Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process, used by Vasicek (1977) for modelling interest rates, is a±ne, as is the Feller
process, used by Cox, Ingersoll and Ross (1985).
The convenience of adopting a±ne processes in modelling the intensity lies in the fact that, under








where the coe±cients ®(¢) and ¯(¢) satisfy generalized Riccati ODEs. The latter can be solved at
least numerically and in some cases analytically. Therefore, the problem of ¯nding the survival
function (3.2) becomes tractable, whenever a±ne processes for X(t) are employed. Furthermore,
if one chooses time-homogeneous processes, also the calibration to actual data can be performed
through standard procedures.
4 The actuarial application: mean reverting processes
Turning back to our initial problem of modelling adequately the dynamic mortality, we will now
use some of the mathematical tools presented in the previous section.
As above, the uncertainty is described by a complete ¯ltered probability space (­;F;P) and a
¯ltration fGt : t ¸ 0g of sub-¾-algebras of F satisfying the usual conditions. We consider an indi-
vidual aged x at time 0 and model his/her random future lifetime Tx as a doubly stochastic stopping
time with intensity ¸x driven by the sub-¯ltration fFt : t ¸ 0g, where Ft ½ Gt. In other words,
Tx is the ¯rst jump time of a nonexplosive counting process N with intensity ¸x. Intuitively, the
counting process N may be seen as a process that jumps whenever the individual dies: Nt = 0 if
t < Tx, Nt > 0 if t ¸ Tx.
According to (3.2) the survival probability is2:







2The similarity with the actuarial survival probability for t years for an individual aged x, tpx, expressed in terms





It will be addressed in section 5.
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we assume that the intensity itself is an a±ne process, then we can apply (3.5) with w = 0 and
¤(x) = x. Since we are interested also in the practical appropriateness of the models, in what
follows we restrict our attention to time-homogeneous processes for the mortality intensity.
Recent studies on the ¯rm's mortality (as reported in Du±e and Singleton (2003)) indicate the
suitability of the following univariate time-homogeneous a±ne processes for modelling the intensity
¸x(t):
CIR process : d¸x(t) = k(° ¡ ¸x(t))dt + ¾
p
¸x(t)dW(t)
mean reverting with jumps (m:r:j:) : d¸x(t) = k(° ¡ ¸x(t))dt + dJ(t)
where W(t) is a standard Brownian motion, k > 0, ° > 0, ¾ ¸ 0 and J(t) is a compound Poisson
process with intensity l and jumps exponentially distributed with expected value ¹.
In addition, we consider the Vasicek process (see Vasicek (1977)) for ¸x(t):
V AS process : d¸x(t) = k(° ¡ ¸x(t))dt + ¾dW(t)
with the same parameter restrictions as above.
Using the result (3.5) and solving the Riccati ODEs, one gets the survival probabilities in closed
form for all the speci¯cations of the intensity process:
Sx(t) = e®(t)+¯(t)¸x(0) (4.2)























In the m:r:j: case, under the conditions stated in Du±e and Singleton (2003):
®(t) = ¡°(t + ¯(t)) ¡ l





In the Vasicek (VAS) case ¯(t) is de¯ned as in the m:r:j: model, while (see Vasicek (1977)):
®(t) = ¡





In all these cases, it is possible to calibrate the values of the parameters starting from a time series
of survival probability data. We notice that, when t changes, the process ¸x(t) describes the future
intensity of mortality for any age x+t of an individual aged x at time 0. In other words, our process
¸ captures the mortality intensity for a particular generation and a particular initial age. This has
to be allowed for when choosing the mortality table: the approach adopted here is a \diagonal" one.
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As a ¯rst application, we have calibrated the three processes to the UK population.
The mortality tables selected for the calibration are two observed generation tables, for males
born in 1880 and in 1900 respectively, and two projected mortality tables, for males born in 1935
and 1945 respectively. The data relative to the observed mortality tables are taken from the Hu-
man Mortality Database (University of California, Berkeley (USA), and Max Planck Institute for
Demographic Research (Germany) (2002), data downloaded on August 10, 2004). Those for the
projected tables are taken from the Standard tables of mortality 1992 for UK immediate annuitants,
IML92 (Institute and Faculty of Actuaries (1990)).
In the calibration, we have optimized with respect to negative values of ¹ only. The choice of
a negative jump size is motivated by the expectation of sudden improvements in the intensity of
mortality: jumps should correspond to discontinuity points of the intensity process, that can be
related, for instance, to medicine progresses. We must say that negative jumps in the intensity
process render positive the probability that the intensity becomes negative. This inconvenient is
also observed by Bi±s (2005). However, in practical applications and calibrations the jump size
and the frequency result so small that the probability of negative values can be considered negligible.
In ¯tting the table, we have minimized the overall squared error, de¯ned as the sum of the squared
spreads between the di®erent model survival probabilities and the table ones. Table 1 reports for
each intensity process the optimal values of the parameters and the calibration error, as well as the
corresponding initial value of ¸;¸65(0) (which has been chosen equal to ¡ln(p65)).
TABLE 1
1880 1900 1935 1945
¸65(0) 0.03515 0.03797 0.01145 0.00885
CIR-error 0.02182 0.01662 0.40945 0.20552
CIR-k 0.00448 0.01365 0.06494 0.0078
CIR-¾ 0.00103 0.00298 0.00005 0
CIR-° 1.24656 0.4301 0.07552 0.41711
mrj-error 0.02236 0.01327 0.15816 0.1965
mrj-k 0.00571 0.00392 0.005 0.00465
mrj-¹ -0.00246 -0.00227 -0.00249 -0.00492
mrj-l 0.00247 0.00234 0.00249 0.0099
mrj-° 0.99382 1.31818 0.64908 0.67935
VAS-error 0.02247 0.01473 0.16191 0.1982
VAS-¾ 0.00046 0.00048 0.00002 0.00002
VAS-k 0.00591 0.00835 0.00604 0.00526
VAS-° 0.96029 0.65393 0.53278 0.59302
In all models, the value of the long term mean for ¸, °, lies between 0.07 and 1.3. It generally
decreases when considering younger generations, which is an expected result. The speed of conver-
gence k seems to be stable in the last two models (ranging between 0.004 and 0.008), and volatile
in the ¯rst one. The size of the jumps ranges between -0.002 and -0.005, while the frequency lies
between 0.002 and 0.01. The value of ¾ is very low in all cases, ranging between 0 and 0.003.
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served old tables to the projected ones for younger generations: it more than decuplicates, ranging
for the latter between 0.15 and 0.4 against 0.01-0.02 for the former. The di®erent magnitude of the
error can be better perceived when considering the curve of the survival function S65(t) implied by
the three models and the survival probabilities of the relevant table.
Graphs 1, 2, 3 and 4 report, for the di®erent generations, the survival function of the three processes
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Graph 3 Graph 4
It is evident from a ¯rst inspection of the graphs that, while the ¯t can be considered satisfactory for
the ¯rst two generations, it cannot be considered so for the last two. In particular, one can notice
that, in the last two cases the survival functions implied by the three processes do not capture
the rectangularization phenomenon. In addition, the survival probability at very old ages is much
higher and at lower ages much lower than in the ¯tted tables. Therefore, although the last two tables
refer to projected mortality tables and not to observed ones, these results seem to suggest that in
Version: October 16, 2006 Page 8the presence of high rectangularization phenomenon { which is an expected feature in the future
generation tables { the intensity of mortality cannot be properly described by the three proposed
processes.
5 The actuarial application: non mean reverting processes
The calibration of the time-homogeneous mean reverting processes presented so far gives a sur-
vival function that, with respect to the new generations, fails to capture the rectangularization
phenomenon and produces unrealistic survival probabilities at very old ages. The question arises
as to whether the common and disturbing element in those processes is the mean reverting term,
as suggested also by Cairns et al. (2005).
Furthermore, the force of mortality observed and/or extrapolated from the mortality tables does
not seem to present a mean reverting behaviour, but rather an exponential one. This observation,
consistent with all the deterministic exponential models presented in the actuarial literature, natu-
rally leads to the simple idea of dropping the mean reverting term in the classical a±ne processes
used in ¯nance and choosing processes whose deterministic part increases exponentially. Four a±ne
models with these two desired characteristics are presented and discussed below.
As far as we know, the idea of abandoning the mean reversion feature in the intensity process
is new in the actuarial literature. Other authors have proposed intensity processes which are mean
reverting to a function of time instead of a constant, see for instance Dahl (2004), Bi±s (2005)
and Dahl and M¿eller (2005). Time-inhomogeneous models are certainly much more general than
the models proposed here. However, in the next sections we will show that even the simpler time-
homogeneous non mean reverting special case can be an e®ective way to describe human mortality,
as a generalization of the Gompertz law.
5.1 The Ornstein Uhlenbeck process without jumps
The ¯rst model candidate for describing the intensity ¸x(t) is an Ornstein Uhlenbeck process (from
now on, we omit the initial age x for convenience).
OU process d¸(t) = a¸(t)dt + ¾dW(t) (5.1)
with a > 0 and ¾ ¸ 0.
By solving it, we get to the following expression for the intensity:




The main drawback when choosing this process for the intensity is that it becomes negative with
positive probability.
By applying standard results on linear stochastic di®erential equations (see, for instance, Arnold
(1974)) to the process (5.2) we have that ¸(t) is normally distributed with mean
E(¸(t)) = ¸(0)eat
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V ar(¸(t)) = ¾2 ¢
e2at ¡ 1
2a
Therefore, the calculation of the probability of ¸(t) taking negative values is straightforward:

























where N » N(0;1) and © is its distribution function.
It turns out that the function ³(¢;¢) is an increasing function of ¾ and a decreasing function of
a, and so is the probability of negative values of ¸. In practical applications to mortality modelling
this probability tends to be very small, since the relevant values of ¾ and a are respectively small
and high enough. We will come back to this point later, when presenting the numerical applications.
By applying the framework of equation (3.5) (in particular, see Du±e, Pan and Singleton (2000)












¯0(t) = ¡1 + a¯(t)
(5.4)
with boundary conditions
®(0) = 0;¯(0) = 0 (5.5)










1 ¡ eat¢ (5.6)
We observe that with a strictly positive value of ¾, the survival probability is a decreasing function
for
















and increasing for t > T¤; in addition, the probability of surviving forever tends to in¯nity. These
unrealistic and undesirable features are due to the fact that the survival intensity can take nega-
tive values with positive probability. Thus, from a purely theoretical point of view, the Ornstein
Uhlenbeck model can be considered inadequate to describe the intensity of mortality. However,
it can be seen that in the applications this model turns out to be rather appropriate, since the
calibrated values make T¤ very large with respect to human survivorship and therefore make the
survival probability a decreasing function of age. Furthermore, as seen above, also the probability
of negative values of ¸ turns out to be negligible with the calibrated parameters. Thus, the evidence
seems to be an encouraging one, with respect to practical application of the model by actuaries and
demographers.
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In the second model we add a jump component in the stochastic part of the mortality process.
Therefore, the process ¸ is given by:
OUj process d¸(t) = a¸(t)dt + ¾dW(t) + dJ(t) (5.8)
where J is a pure compound Poisson jump process, with Poisson arrival times of intensity l > 0 and
exponentially distributed jump sizes with mean ¹. We assume independence between the Brownian
motion W and the Poisson process, as well as between the jump sizes. As in the case without
jumps, the intensity can in principle become negative, even though its distribution is not Gaussian
any longer.




if ¹ > 0; ¯(t) >
1
¹
if ¹ < 0 (5.9)






¯0(t) = ¡1 + a¯(t)
(5.10)
with boundary conditions
®(0) = 0;¯(0) = 0 (5.11)
The equation for ¯ is the same as before (5.4), so is the solution. The solution for ® is instead
di®erent (due to the inclusion of the jump component), and we have:
(














1 ¡ eat¢ (5.12)
Observe that if ¹ > 0, condition (5.9) is always satis¯ed, since ¯(t) < 0. On the other hand, if
¹ < 0, the condition has to be checked. In both cases, it guarantees that the argument of the
logarithm in (5.12) is positive.
Also in this model the survival probability can be an increasing or decreasing function of t. A






+ a¸(0)¯(t) ¡ ¸(0) < 0 (5.13)
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¯1 =
(¾2 ¡ 2¹a¸(0)) ¡
p




(¾2 ¡ 2¹a¸(0)) +
p
(¾2 + 2¹a¸(0))2 + 8¹2¾2(¸(0) + l)
2¹¾2 :
5.3 The Feller process without jumps
The third model proposed is the Feller process, already investigated in the previous section as CIR
process, without the mean reverting term:
FEL process d¸(t) = a¸(t)dt + ¾
p
¸(t)dW(t) (5.16)
where a > 0 and ¾ ¸ 0.
The main advantage of this process w.r.t. the previous ones is that it does not violate the non-
negativity constraint of the intensity, provided that the starting point is nonnegative.
The solution ¸(t) of the SDE (5.16) is





and its distribution can be obtained following Feller (1951).
The application of the a±ne framework gives the following system of ODE's for ® and ¯:
½
®0(t) = 0






















Given that the coe±cients b;c;d are negative, the survival probability is always decreasing in t if
and only if
ebt(¾2 + 2d2) > ¾2 ¡ 2dc (5.22)
Notice that (5.22) is automatically satis¯ed if ¾2 ¡ 2dc < 0, a condition which holds in our cali-
brations. It must be said also that for t ! +1 the survival probability tends to e
1
c, which in our
applications turns out to be of the order of e¡1000 or less.
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In the fourth model, we add a jump component in the stochastic part of the Feller process. The
intensity ¸ is given by:
FELj process d¸(t) = a¸(t)dt + ¾
p
¸(t)dW(t) + dJ(t) (5.23)
where J is the pure jump process de¯ned above.
Under the technical condition (5.9), the functions ® and ¯ that enter the survival probability









®(0) = 0;¯(0) = 0 (5.25)
Similarly to the OU case, the equation for ¯ is the same as in the no-jump setting. The jump










with b;c;d given by the equations (5.21) above.
As in the OUj model, if ¹ > 0 the technical condition is always satis¯ed, if ¹ < 0 it has to be
checked. As before, its validity guarantees that the argument of the ¯rst logarithm in (5.26) is
positive.
The survival function is decreasing for every t when ¹ > 0. When ¹ < 0 a necessary and suf-










¯(t)2 + (l¹ + ¹¸(0) + a¸(0))¯(t) ¡ ¸(0) < 0 (5.27)
In turn, a su±cient condition for (5.27) is
¯(t) < ¯1 _ ¯(t) > ¯2; (5.28)
where
¯1 =
(¾2¸(0) ¡ 2¹a¸(0)) +
p




(¾2¸(0) ¡ 2¹a¸(0)) ¡
p
(¾2¸(0) + 2¹a¸(0))2 + 8¹2¾2(¸(0)l + ¸(0)2)
2¹¾2¸(0)
:
Notice that, in the case of negative jumps, the intensity ¸(t) can become negative, in which case
the di®usive component could no longer be de¯ned. Rigourously, we should study the process
¸(t)Ifmins·t¸(s)¸0g, where IA is the indicator of the event A. However, since in actuarial applications
the probability of ¸ becoming negative is negligible, the trade-o® between analytical tractability of
the model and relevance of the event f¸(t) < 0g leads us to study only the process (5.23).
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It is interesting to investigate the relationship between our models for the stochastic intensity of
mortality and the deterministic force of mortality actuaries are more familiar with. Recall that the
force of mortality ¹x at age x is de¯ned as
¹x = lim
h!0
P(x < T0 · x + hjT0 > x)
h












®(x) ¡ ®(x + h) + ¸0(0)(¯(x) ¡ ¯(x + h))
h
= ¡®0(x)¡¸0(0)¯0(x)
For example, in the OU model, the force of mortality becomes:
¹x = ¸0(0)eax ¡
¾2
2a2(eax ¡ 1)2 (5.29)
If ¾ = 0 we have:
¹x = ¸0(0)eax = ¸0(x)
i.e. the force of mortality at age x coincides with the intensity of mortality for a new born individual
after x years. Furthermore, the force of mortality is of the Gompertz type. This is straightforward
also observing that if ¾ = 0 the evolution of ¸0(t) is deterministic and given by
d¸0(t) = a¸0(t)dt
However, the coincidence between intensity of mortality and force of mortality is clearly no longer
true when the intensity is stochastic, and equation (5.29), compared with equation (5.2) for ¸ tells
us that
¹x < E(¸0(x)) (5.30)
In other words, the force of mortality decreases, hence the survivorship improves, when the di®usion
coe±cient increases. We will come back to this feature later, when considering the impact of the
random part of the process on the survival probabilities 3.
With the other three models, we have:
OUj ¹x = ¸0(0)eax ¡
¾2











[(a + b) + (b ¡ a)ebx]2
FELj ¹x =
4¸0(0)b2ebx
[(a + b) + (b ¡ a)ebx]2 +
l¹(1 ¡ ebx)
¹ ¡ c ¡ (d + ¹)ebx
It is clear (and easy to check) that also with these three models, when the coe±cients ¾ and l
of the random part are set equal to 0, there is coincidence between intensity of mortality and force
of mortality, which turns out to be of the Gompertz type.







a result that derives by application of Jensen inequality to the survival function.
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In this section we calibrate the four models introduced (OU, OUj, FEL, FELj) to the same mortality
tables used for the non mean reverting processes. The calibration procedure is the same followed
in section 4.1. Here too, when considering jumps, we restrict our attention to ¹ < 0: we verify that
the technical condition for the solution's appropriateness (5.9) is satis¯ed for both the OUj and
FELj models. Furthermore, we check the conditions that make the survival function decreasing at
least up to age 120, i.e. condition (5.7) for the OU model, (5.13) for the OUj, (5.22) for the FEL,
(5.27) for the FELj. The results are shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2
1880 1900 1935 1945
¸65(0) 0.03515 0.03797 0.01145 0.00885
OU-error 0.00043 0.00012 0.00085 0.00027
OU-a 0.0861 0.07949 0.09856 0.10859
OU-¾ 0.00183 0.00341 0.0001 0.00048
OUj-error 0.0001 0.00004 0.00002 0.00016
OUj-a 0.09101 0.08192 0.10014 0.10865
OUj-¾ 0.00377 0.00414 0.0001 0.00011
OUj-l 0.00173 0.00088 0.00105 0.00036
OUj-¹ -0.00003 -0.00003 -0.00003 -0.00003
FEL-error 0.00044 0.00012 0.00084 0.00027
FEL-a 0.08553 0.07896 0.09867 0.10811
FEL-¾ 0.00431 0.01348 0.00005 0.0001
FELj-error 0.00043 0.00012 0.00084 0.00027
FELj-a 0.0858 0.07897 0.09867 0.10811
FELj-¾ 0.00735 0.01349 0.000028 0.00001
FELj-l 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
FELj-¹ -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001
The main conclusion that can be drawn from the table is that the calibration errors are dramati-
cally lower than with mean reverting intensities: they range between 0.00002 and 0.0008. In terms
of calibration error, the best ¯tting model is the OU with jumps, though the di®erences between
the models are quite small 4. Models with jumps generally ¯t better than the corresponding ones
without jumps. This result seems to suggest that negative jumps are an appropriate way to describe
random variations in mortality.
The calibrated value of the intensity di®usion, ¾, is much lower in the 1935 and 1945 generations.
We presume that this is due to the fact that projected tables are constructed with deterministic
algorithms and in the next sections we will concentrate mainly on the observed tables, referring to
the cohorts 1880, 1900.
Graphs 5, 6, 7 and 8 report the survival probabilities as from the four models analyzed and from
the relevant tables.
4We notice that with these values of the parameters the probability of negative intensity for the OU model can be
considered negligible for all practical applications.
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Graph 7 Graph 8
The ¯t is very good, also in the presence of strong rectangularization (the last two generations),
and all the survival functions cannot be distinguished from each other.
To have a better idea of the goodness of the ¯t, for each generation we plot the di®erences between
the survival probabilities (tp65) used as data and the survival function implied by the di®erent mod-
els (S65(t)). Graphs 9 to 12 report these di®erences for all the (seven) models considered so far, for
generations 1880 to 1945.
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Graph 11 Graph 12
The improvement in the goodness of the ¯t when choosing a non mean reverting process for the
intensity of mortality is evident.
It is not a surprising result that the di®erences in graphs 9 and 10 are very irregular, whereas
they are smooth curves in graphs 11 and 12. Indeed, let us recall that the survival probabilities tp65
for graphs 9 and 10 are observed data, while they are projected probabilities for the generations
1935 and 1945.
To conclude, let us plot in Graph 13 the di®erences between the survival probabilities and their
theoretical counterparts for generation 1900, for the non mean reverting processes only. Notice the
di®erence in the scale w.r.t. the previous graphs: this phenomenon, which con¯rms the small overall
di®erence in errors of Table 2, and which holds for the other generations, will allow us, in the next
sections, to use interchangeably all the four models5.
5The di®erence between tp65 of the observed table and S65(t) of each model is positive for t · 10 approximately,
negative between t = 10 and t = 20 approximately, then again positive for t ¸ 20. This means that, in the case
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7 Impact of mortality randomness
Non mean reverting optimally ¯tted models present low di®usion parameters. This feature is evi-
dent both in the observed mortality tables and in the projected tables. While the explanation for
the low value of ¾ in the latter case can be the fact that projected mortality tables are constructed
in a deterministic way6, the same explanation cannot apply for the observed generation tables. This
section aims on the one side at showing that also relatively small volatility values can produce signif-
icant e®ects on the intensity and on the number of deaths; on the other side, it aims at investigating
the e®ect of higher randomness, since low volatility does not need to occur also for future generations.
As for the ¯rst aim, we have simulated the process ¸65(t) for the generation 1900 using the calibrated
parameters of the FEL model. We have simulated 1000 paths of ¸65(t) after having discretized each
year into monthly intervals. The 5th;25th;50th;75th and 95th percentiles of the paths are reported
in ¯gure 14.
considered here, the ¯tted survival probabilities, in comparison with the basic table (on which the calibration is
done), underestimate the survival probabilities between ages 65 and 75, overestimate them between ages 75 and
85 and underestimate them again after age 85. These considerations become quite important whenever the model
were to be used for pricing purposes (under the assumption of no stochastic mortality risk premium): for example,
underestimation of the survival probability between ages 65 and 75 would lead to lower than needed premiums for
pure endowment policies with duration 10 years, sold to an individual aged 65, and premiums higher than needed for
term assurances with the same duration sold to the same individual.
6In UK the CMI bureau in projecting mortality rates uses a simple formula based on exponentials of polynomials.
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Graph 14
In order to have a better understanding of the practical consequences of the volatility of the intensity
process for an insurance company, we have considered a portfolio of 1000 ten-years term assurance
policies sold to males aged 65 born in 1900. The 1000 paths of the intensity process simulated above
have been used to simulate the number of deaths within ten years in 1000 di®erent scenarios7. Table











The reader can appreciate the fact that, in spite of the small absolute values of the intensity para-
meters, the actual number of deaths can vary substantially. For this generation, for instance, the
maximum number of death is more than the double than the minimum one.
As far as the e®ect of higher variability in the mortality intensity is concerned, we study it through
the survival probabilities. Analytical results allow us to investigate this issue for the ¯rst two
models, the OU and the OUj. Namely, the force of mortality in these two cases (see eqs. (5.29)
and (5.31)) decreases when ¾ or l increase: therefore, the survival probability increases when the
7The methodology used for simulating the number of deaths in each scenario refers to an equivalent setting of the
theoretical framework for Cox processes (see, for instance, Lando (2004)). According to this formulation, the ¯rst
jump of the doubly stochastic process (in our case the death of the individual) occurs as soon as the integral of the
intensity reaches a certain random level, which is distributed exponentially with parameter 1. In each scenario, we
have simulated for each individual the realization of the exponential random variable, and then counted the number
of deaths.
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function when ¾ increases also in the FEL case. Indeed, it can be shown that the function ¯ of
equation (5.20) is increasing in ¾. This implies that the survival probability increases with the
di®usive part.
As for the model with jumps, FELj, it turns out impossible to say something about the depen-
dence of ® from ¾ and l, since this involves the relationship between other coe±cients like a and ¹,
which in general is not known. Therefore, for the FELj model one has to run sensitivity or stress
test analysis in order to assess the impact of higher stochastic components on the survival function.
As an example, we have done this for the generation 1900. The values of the parameters ¾, l and ¹
have been increased with respect to the optimal values (collected in table 2). We have found that by
increasing the values of ¾ and l the survival probability increases with respect to the optimal one,
while changing the average magnitude of the single jumps (¹) does not lead to signi¯cant changes
in the survival probabilities. The model therefore would predict a higher survivorship, if ever the
stochastic components ¾ and l were higher than the calibrated ones.
8 Forecasting mortality and mortality trend
The calibration performed so far has been applied either to old generations, considering observed
mortality tables, or to younger generations, considering projected mortality tables. The aim of the
calibration has been to show the appropriateness of the non mean reverting models in describing
the intensity of mortality. Once this has been done, our next step consists in making the model
applicable to younger generations so as to allow forecasting.
The ideal set of data one needs in order to make a calibration of the model to a relatively young
cohort is a generation mortality table until the observation date. For example, if the calibration is
done in 2005 and the generation under consideration is the one born in 1905, the data needed are
the observed mortality rates of this particular generation for 100 years. Unfortunately, generation
tables are typically available only for generations whose members are all dead. However, one can
extrapolate the desired data by ¯rst collecting in a unique table all the observed mortality rates
year by year (i.e. contemporaries tables) from 1905 to 2005 and then taking the diagonal starting
from q0 in 1905 to q100 in 2005. This procedure does not give exactly the mortality rates of a certain
generation observed throughout life, but is considered a good approximation. Furthermore, it is
feasible because one can easily have access to observed mortality rates year by year { for example,
the Human Mortality Database mentioned above is a convenient database that provides yearly data
for many countries dating back to the last century.
The next step consists in following the calibration procedure used above, on the diagonal data.
It is clear that the younger the generation, the lower the number of observed survival probabilities
on which we make the calibration. However, the initial age x can be lowered in order to produce
a su±ciently high number of data. For instance, we have considered eleven di®erent generations of
persons born in every year from 1900 to 1910 for two di®erent initial ages: 35 and 65. We have
followed the diagonal approach described above until 1998 (the last year in which data are available
in the Human Mortality Database at the time of writing the paper, for males population of England
and Wales).
8As an alternative, one can observe that the function ® of equation (5.6) is increasing in ¾ and that the function
® of equation (5.12) is increasing in both ¾ and l.
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look at future mortality: the ¯rst one is within a certain generation, the second one is between dif-
ferent generations. For the ¯rst method, given a generation, one can calibrate the intensity process
on the observed data and then forecast the evolution of the survival function in the future by con-
sidering its right tail after the last observation. For the second method, one can consider how the
di®erent calibrated parameters of the intensity process change when changing generation: in such a
way one can consider the mortality trend. We will di®erentiate between these two di®erent methods
by calling them forecasting mortality and mortality trend, respectively. We will come back again to
these two di®erent procedures in sections 8.1.1 and 8.1.2, and give some examples in sections 8.2.1
and 8.2.2.
Before proceeding with the calibration results, it is worth spending a few words on the e®ect of
changing either the initial age or the generation.
8.1 Some considerations on the e®ect of changing initial age or generation
In order to discuss mortality forecast and mortality trend, it is convenient to present the whole
family of intensity processes we are considering.
We ¯rst want to explain what happens to the value of the parameters of the process when we change
initial age inside the same generation. This can be used for mortality forecasting at di®erent initial
ages.
Then we want to see what happens when we change generation, holding the same initial age. This
is the base for mortality trend.
8.1.1 Changing initial age, given the generation
Imagine to describe the evolution of mortality intensity for a given generation9 (in order to keep
things simple, we will not introduce any index for the generation). Observe that the intensity
process described so far, equation (3.4) should be written more properly as:
d¸x(t) = fx(¸x(t))dt + gx(¸x(t))dWx(t) + dJx(t) (8.1)
where the dependence of the drift, the di®usion and the jump components on the initial age x is put
into evidence by the index x. For example, in the case of the OU process, if x and y are di®erent
initial ages, we will have:
d¸x(t) = ax¸x(t)dt + ¾xdWx(t)
d¸y(t) = ay¸y(t)dt + ¾ydWy(t):
It can be shown that if ¾ = 0 for any age, then we will have ax = a for any age x. However, in
general, the calibrated parameters are age dependent, i.e. it is ax 6= ay and ¾x 6= ¾y. The same
considerations apply for the other processes and the other parameters (l and ¹). Therefore, when
we change the initial age we expect to ¯nd di®erent values for the optimal parameters. The fact
that we do ¯nd di®erent values when changing initial age (in fact, it is a35 6= a65 in all cases, for each
generation analyzed) is a clear con¯rmation of the fact that it must be ¾ 6= 0, and that, therefore,
assuming a simple Gompertz force of mortality cannot be considered appropriate.
9By generation we mean year of birth.
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Let us consider the intensity of mortality for a given initial age x and di®erent generations. A
complete description of the intensity surface would be given by a two parameters-family ¸x;gen
10.
However, for simplicity, here we focus only on the change of generation and omit the initial age x.
We have a family of intensity processes:
d¸gen(t) = fgen(¸gen(t))dt + ggen(¸gen(t))dWgen(t) + dJgen(t) (8.2)
where the index gen refers to the year of birth11.
The change in ¸gen(0) and in the parameters that characterize fgen and ggen gives the description
of the mortality trend in our setting.
8.2 Calibration results
8.2.1 Mortality forecasting
As an illustration, Graphs 15 and 16 report the mortality forecast for the generation 1910 with initial
ages 65 and 35. The graphs report the observed and the theoretical survival function according to
the FELj model.
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In the graphs, the right tail of the \theoretical" curves give the forecast of the survival functions
after the observation date implied by the FELj model for the same generation. The two curves are
di®erent, since as explained above, both a35 6= a65 and ¾35 6= ¾65.
10For a description of the intensity mortality surface via random ¯elds with application to the pricing of insurance
products, see Bi±s and Millossovich (2005).
11For example, in the case of the OU process, if we were considering the generations 1880 and 1905, we would have:
d¸1880(t) = a1880¸1880(t)dt + ¾1880dW1880(t)
d¸1905(t) = a1905¸1905(t)dt + ¾1905dW1905(t)
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casted mortality with the experienced one), we have applied it on the generation 1880, initial age
65. We have calibrated the parameters of the process taking year 1964 as observation date. Graph
17 reports the forecasted and the observed survival probabilities in 1964, graph 18 reports them in
2005, and graph 19 reports the di®erences between the survival probabilities experienced after the
observation date and the forecasted ones.
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The di®erences between the forecasted and the experienced survival probabilities result to be very
small: we ¯nd this an encouraging result in terms of reliability of the proposed forecasting procedure.
8.2.2 Mortality trend
In order to investigate the mortality trend, we follow two di®erent approaches.
First approach
For the ¯rst approach, we have made the calibration for the eleven generations born in years 1900
to 1910 for initial ages 35 and 65. We show results only for x = 65. In what follows, we will adopt
the notation:
¸gen(t) gen = 1900;:::;1910
omitting the initial age 65 for notational convenience. The model selected is the FELj. For each gen-
eration we calculate the value of ¸(0) and we ¯nd a set of optimal parameters: agen;¾gen;lgen;¹gen;
as well as the calibration error, errorgen. Table 4 reports these values:
TABLE 4
gen a ¾ l ¹ error ¸(0)
1900 0.079247 0.014341 0.001 -0.0002 0.000118 0.037972
1901 0.079095 0.015006 0.000999 -0.0002 0.000085 0.037401
1902 0.084148 0.019692 0.000999 -0.0002 0.00003 0.035296
1903 0.078144 0.014075 0.000999 -0.0002 0.000062 0.036239
1904 0.07024 0.00021 0.001 -0.0002 0.000784 0.037546
1905 0.073065 0.006091 0.00025 -0.0001 0.000187 0.036228
1906 0.076096 0.013321 0.001 -0.0002 0.000033 0.034819
1907 0.071454 0.000444 0.001 -0.0002 0.000249 0.035192
1908 0.0734 0.002512 0.001 -0.0002 0.000142 0.034146
1909 0.074123 0.002528 0.001 -0.0002 0.000064 0.033443
1910 0.07376 0.000866 0.001001 -0.0002 0.000101 0.033112
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endar year gives an R2 of 0.912. This is consistent with our intuition about mortality trend. The
calibration errors are very small. One could try to ¯t a polynomial to each parameter behaviour so
as to be able to extrapolate the parameters for the next generations.
Second approach
For the second approach, we have simulated the process ¸65(t) with the same methodology pre-
sented in section 7 for the generations 1880, 1900 and 1920. Graph 20 reports the mean of ¸65(t) for
the three generations. As expected, the older the generation, the higher the mean of the intensity.
Further analysis of the distribution of the path of ¸65(t), here not reported, shows that the or-




















































9 Summary and concluding remarks
In this paper, we have described the evolution of mortality using doubly stochastic (or Cox)
processes. The time of death has been modelled as a doubly stochastic stopping time: namely,
as a jump time whose intensity is stochastic. The intensity has been described as a univariate time-
homogeneous a±ne process, with two di®erent speci¯cations: ¯rst, as in the default risk literature,
with mean reversion, then without it. For both speci¯cations, the survival probabilities have been
provided in closed form.
The intensity processes have been calibrated to the population of England and Wales, using ob-
served mortality tables for old generations and projected tables for younger ones. Results from
the calibration suggest that, in spite of their popularity in the ¯nancial context, time-homogeneous
mean reverting processes are not suitable for describing the death intensity of individuals. On the
Version: October 16, 2006 Page 25contrary, a±ne processes whose deterministic part increases exponentially seem to be appropriate.
We propose four of such processes, which are di®erent in their stochastic part. The analysis of
the relation between the stochastic intensity of mortality and the deterministic force of mortality
has shown that the proposed processes can be considered natural extensions of the Gompertz model.
In the calibrations the di®usive parameter is often relatively small. However, we show through
simulations that the impact of such a randomness on the actual number of deaths can be signi¯-
cant. In addition, stress analysis and analytical results, whenever they can be obtained, indicate
that increasing the randomness of the intensity processes results in improvements in survivorship.
After having speci¯ed the dependence of the model parameters on the initial age and the gen-
eration, we provide procedures for mortality forecasting and mortality trend assessment, which
describe future evolution of mortality within a single cohort and between di®erent cohorts, respec-
tively. In particular, we have given mortality forecasts for a given generation and di®erent initial
ages. We have also showed that an application of the same forecasting procedure to an older gen-
eration gives very satisfactory results. As far as the mortality trend is concerned, on the one side
we have calibrated the same model for a sequence of consecutive generations, same initial age; on
the other side we have compared the expected intensity of di®erent generations.
To sum up, it seems to us that the proposed models are °exible and appropriate for reliable actu-
arial applications, in spite of their analytical simplicity and theoretical limitations with respect to
time-inhomogeneous models.
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